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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."

II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Church administrator telling me that the church is requiring all home bible study
groups leaders to register with LifeScan registry - a database maintained by the
FBI
Steve Q.: I've been following your website and Alerts for a while and just thought
I'd throw something into the mix for any who are interested. My family has
been attending a fairly large church (6,000+ members) in Livermore, CA for
the past 7 years. Last year the church started heavily promoting their
member to attend small groups or "life groups" which are hosted in member's
homes. About 4 months ago my family started hosting a bible study with
some measured success and budding relationships among the members. Last
week, out of the blue, I received and email from a church administrator
telling me that the church is requiring all group leaders to register
with LifeScan registry - a database maintained by the FBI. This new
requirement is ostensibly to "Maintain a safe environment for members of
the church" It seems now the churches are complicit in building a data
base of Christian leaders. It's one thing to read about it, but it's quite
another thing when I am confronted with this sort of things personally.
Kind of brings it home. I'd be happy to attach or submit the original email
I received if you are interested.
Sincerely.D. PLEASANTON CALIF
Steve Q: THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS IN COMMUNIST CHINA, WHERE ALL HOME
CHURCHES AND CHRISTIANS HAVE TO BE REGISTERED-IF THIS DOESNT
MAKE YOU FURIOUS YOU ARE A WALKING DEAD PERSON. THIS
ADMINISTRATOR IS A TRAITOR TO HIS FLOCK!
Update (Dec. 2, 2013):
The church is Cornerstone Fellowship in Livermore, Calif.
So what is a LifeScan registry?
From my search on the net, LifeScan
can mean LifeScan, Inc. –
a Johnson & Johnson company
that manufactures and markets
Blood Glucose Monitoring
Systems like the OneTouch
Ultra family for diabetics.
Another meaning of LifeScan better
fits whats meant by a LifeScan
registry maintained by the FBI. It’s
an inkless electronic type of
fingerprinting.
The following is from the website

Absolute Identity Solutions websites states: Absolute Identity Solutions offers
LiveScan fingerprinting for non-criminal purposes…We offer walk-in service as
well as Mobile LiveScan services. [...]
LiveScan is inkless electronic fingerprinting. The fingerprints are electronically
transmitted to the Department of Justice for completion of a criminal record search. The
LiveScan technology replaces the process of recording fingerprint patterns through a
rolling process using ink. Digitizing the fingerprint images enables them to be
transmitted electronically to the Dept. of Justice in a matter of seconds, instead of the
days required to send hard copy fingerprint cards through the mail.
In other words, mega churches like the one cited above in Livermore, CA, now
require leaders of Bible home-study groups to register their fingerprints with the
FBI.
One must ask: “Why?”
My advice to the man who provided this information is to detach your group from
your church and form your own independent private Bible study group. May God
be with you.
H/t FOTM’s swampgirl7
http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2013/12/01/california-mega-church-requires-groupleaders-to-register-their-fingerprints-with-the-fbi/
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The True Meaning of the word Christ-Mass
They tell us that it is the season to be jolly. It is a time of ornaments, red and green
decorations, silver bells, holly, mistletoe and colored lights. It is also a time of
department store Santas calling out their universal mantra, "Ho ho ho, Merry
Christmas." Nearly all of the realm of so-called "Christianity" join in and repeat this
same greeting, "Merry Christmas!"
Although we hear these words constantly as they resonate millions of times throughout
the land, almost nobody understands what they are really saying. It is the purpose of
this tract to take the words, "Merry Christmas" and examine the true meaning and
essence of those words.
A true Christian would want to examine everything they say, because Jesus said in
Matthew 12:36-37, "But I say unto you, that every idle word that men shall speak, they
shall give account thereof in the day of judgement. For by thy words thou shalt be
justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned." We will now set aside all of the
customs, glitter and traditions of Christmas, which were taken from pagan
witchcraft and popularized by the Roman Catholic Church, and we will focus on
the true meaning of the words, "Merry Christmas!"
The word "Merry" is simple to define. It unquestionably means to be happy, joyful and
light-hearted. The word "merry" fits into the ambience of laughter and frivolity. This

word "merry" by itself is innocent and innocuous enough, but as we will now see, it
becomes heinously blasphemous when used with the word "Christmas."
Here let it be noted that most people think that the word, "Christmas" means "the birth of
Christ." By definition, it means "death of Christ", and I will prove it by using the World
Book Encyclopedia, the Catholic Encyclopedia, and a book entitled, The Mass In Slow
Motion.
If you are an honest, sincere and discerning Christian, please read on; if not, you might
as well stop right here. The World Book Encyclopedia defines "Christmas" as follows:
"The word Christmas comes from "Cristes Maesse", an early English phrase that
means "Mass of Christ." (1) It is interesting to note that the word "Mass", as used
by the Roman Catholics, has traditionally been rejected by the so-called
Protestants, such as Lutherans, Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians,
Pentecostals and so on. The word "Mass" is strictly a Catholic word and thus, so
is "Christ-Mass."
It would stand to reason, that since all of these denominations love and embrace
"Christ-Mass", that December 25th is the great homecoming day, when all of the
Protestants become Catholic for a day. It would seem that all of the so-called "wayward
daughters" of the Romish church return to their mother, the scarlet harlot. Thus, all of
the so-called Protestant churches could sing to the Pope that popular song "I'll be home
for Christmas."
As previously stated, the word "Mass" in religious usage means a "death
sacrifice." The impact of this fact is horrifying and shocking; for when the
millions of people are saying, "Merry Christmas", they are literally saying "Merry
death of Christ!" Furthermore, when the fat man in the red suit laughs
boisterously and says, "Ho ho ho, Merry Christmas", he is mocking and laughing
at the suffering and bleeding Saviour, who died for our sins. He does this while
parents place their little children into his waiting arms to hear his false promises
of gifts that he says he will give them. Consider what you are saying when you
say "Merry Christmas."
What is so amusing about our Saviour's painful death? What is so funny? Why is
Santa laughing? Why are you going along with it? Your words do count and Satan
knows it. Yes, the word "Mass" does mean "death sacrifice", and to cement that fact,
we will consider the definition of the inventors of the religious application of the word
"Mass." I am looking at page 537 of the Catholic Encyclopedia, which says, "In the
Christian law, the supreme sacrifice is that of the Mass." It goes on to say, "The
supreme act of worship consists essentially in an offering of a worthy victim to
God, the offering made by a proper person, as a priest, the destruction of the
victim." (2) Please note carefully the word, "victim" of the Mass. The Latin word
for victim is "Hostia" from which the word "host" is derived. The Mass, by
definition of those who coined the word, is a sacrifice involving a victim. There is
no other meaning for the word "Mass" or "Christ-Mass." On page 110 of a book
entitled "The Mass In Slow Motion", we find the following words: "It is only with
the consecration that the sacrifice of the Mass is achieved. I have represented
the Mass to you, more than once, as a kind of ritual dance." (3)
In essence, the Mass is the ceremonial slaying of Jesus Christ over and over
again, followed by the eating of his flesh and the drinking of his blood. The Mass

is the death sacrifice, and the "Host" is the victim. This is official Roman Catholic
doctrine, and "Christmas" is a word that they invented. Again, I ask, what is so
merry about the pain, bleeding, suffering and death of Jesus Christ? Satan has
done quite a job of getting millions of so-called "Christians" to blaspheme. What
a deceiver he is.
Now you know the true meaning of the word "Christmas" or Mass of Christ. There is
much more to know about this pagan holiday, and we will be glad to provide you with
plenty of evidence that Jesus was not born on December 25th, and that Christmas is
not only a lie, but is actually a witches' sabbat called "Yule" in clever disguise. Please
contact us at the address below, and for the sake of your soul, flee from idolatry!
Also see Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
X-Mas Exposed: http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=xmas
David J. Meyer
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Islamic Jihad—It’s NOT Coming- IT IS HERE! Oslo Police: "We Have Lost The
City" to the Muslims
From: Craig Maus
Sent: December 04, 2013
Subject: RE: Oslo police: “We have
lost the city”
Importance: High
Dear Patriots:
NO need in attempting to be ‘cute’ in
trying to make a point when these
conditions, as noted herein, are just
part of a larger nexus cloaking an
Ideology associated with the
Progressive-Marxist ‘mind-set’ intent on
destroying OUR Constitutional Republic.
The conditions seen herein will soon, if not already, be visiting themselves at a City
Near YOU here in AmeriKa.

OSLO POLICE SAY THAT THEY’VE LOST CONTROL OVER THE CITY….
This mirrors exactly what has been happening throughout Europe and the United
Kingdom, as Muslim enclaves become no-go zones for non-Muslims, including
the police, fire dept and medical first responders.
European ‘No-Go’ Zones for Non-Muslims Proliferating (this was posted as early
as Nov of 2011!!)
A devastating CBN report shows that Oslo is in control by Muslim invaders. In many
parts of the city the Sharia already applies as the only law. That’s where the local
Imams reign. Recent police statistics reveal that 100% of all rapes in Oslo are
committed by non-Western immigrants (aka Muslims) and 90% of the victims are
Norwegian women, victims that are even declared by the Muslim offenders as
“racists”- by these demon possessed Muslim slime bags.
Islam Encourages Savage Rapes Of Non-Muslim Women
June 29, 2011 by burkasrugly
Fellow Infidels, Muslim men are taught to be ravenous, violent rapists. Even
animals do not do this. Pat Condell is correct…this is cultural jihad. Listen to
what he says: Play: http://ww.youtube.com/watch?v=sEsWO4xep44#t=233
We simply cannot allow this to pass without comment. Pass this video
along….even to your liberal friends. After all, aren’t they all for women’s rights?
Ask them if they agree with the Muslims who say that Western women are
“asking” to be raped by the way they are dressed
You do not see many straw-blond women in Oslo these days. Many Norwegians dye
their hair dark to not be immediately recognized as a blonde woman. A weak protection
against the Muslim rapist gangs, but at least it gives them a little security -somehow-,
since police can hardly protect them. “We have lost the city,” the police said.
The therapist Kristin Spitznogle was sharply criticized because she uttered what can
clearly be seen and proven by statistics: Muslim men are raping non-Muslim women.
Any woman, not dressed compliant to the Quran and not circumcised (physically
mutilated as they do to all their females), is a whore to Muslims and may be
raped. [They never go by the nations laws that they infiltrate - they use Sharia
law everywhere they go and force others under it as well and they take over a
nation city by city! Thus thy can do as they like and never get arrested under the
nation's laws they are in, since they only live by their own law, so the nation
cannot arrest them for breaking their laws. They murder freely and openly and
never worry about being arrested for it. They just claim freedom of "religion"!
They set up their own country, govt, courts, laws, etc inside of any country they
infiltrate! A country within a country yet they claim the same borders as the
nation does, declaring the entire nation as their own - that is how they have
always operated! How nations can be so stupid and suicidal as to allow any of
them into their country is just insanity and asking for bloodshed and a coup on
their country.]
Meanwhile:
Swedish laws prohibiting "hate speech" against racial minorities have been
vigorously enforced. There have, for example, been a number of gang-rapes of
Swedish women by Muslim immigrants. But Swedes must be careful what they
say about them. On May 25, Bjorn Bjorkqvist was convicted and sentenced to two

months in prison for writing, "I don’t think I am alone in feeling sick when reading
about how Swedish girls are raped by immigrant hordes."
And:
The German journalist Udo Ulfkotte told in a recent interview that in Holland, you can
now see examples of young, unveiled Moroccan women with a so-called "smiley".
It means that the girl gets one side of her face cut up from mouth to ear, serving
as a warning to other Muslim girls who should refuse to wear the veil. In the
Muslim suburb of Courneuve, France, 77 per cent of the veiled women carry veils
reportedly because of fear of being harassed or molested by Islamic moral patrols.
The Hijab, aka the Islamic veil, is thus not “just a piece of cloth”. It serves as a
demarcation line between proper, submissive Muslim women and supposed
whores or un-Islamic women who deserve no respect and are asking for rape. The
veil should more properly be viewed as the uniform of a Totalitarian movement, and a
signal to attack those outside the movement. Judged in the light of the Mufti who
said that women who don’t wear it are asking for rape, how on earth can the veil
be said to be about ”choice”?
Rape, of course, is specifically sanctioned by Islam, as one of the fringe benefits of
jihad; there is even a procedure for technically making it a social norm, because Muslim
men are allowed multiple wives. Thus, the women to be raped are considered to be
serially temporarily "married" to the rapist, and then immediately divorced as a
consequence of being the spoils of jihad.
Also, slave girls are specifically set aside as available for the pleasure of the jihad
warrior. This is going on today -- right now -- in the Sudan.
The Islamic legal manual which carries the endorsement of Al-Azhar University, which is
the most respected authority in Sunni Islam, stipulates: “When a child or a woman is
taken captive, they become slaves by the fact of capture, and the woman’s
previous marriage is immediately annulled.” Why? So that they are free to
become the concubines of their captors. The Qur’an permits Muslim men to have
intercourse with their wives and their slave girls: “Forbidden to you are ... married
women, except those whom you own as slaves” (Sura 4:23-24).
And we're supposed to respect such an abomination of a system, which
functioning today -- based on the example of Mohammed himself! -- as some kind
of legitimate religion?
The Islamic Koran states in Bukhari 7.62.88: "The Prophet (Mohammad) wrote the
(marriage contract) with 'Aisha while she was six years old and consummated his
marriage with her while she was nine years old and she remained with him for
nine years (i.e. till his death)."
Muslims take this seriously and imitate Muhammad in this. Article 1041 of the
Civil Code of the Islamic Republic of Iran states that girls can be engaged before
the age of nine, and married at nine..."
The Ayatollah Khomeini himself married a ten-year-old girl when he was twentyeight. Khomeini called marriage to a prepubescent girl "a divine blessing," and
advised the faithful: "Do your best to ensure that your daughters do not see their
first blood in your house."
Walid al-Kubaisi, a Norwegian journalist, is a native Iraqi and Muslim. He says:
[Norway is basically gone, it's now a Muslim nation, which makes more then half

the world under Sharia law now. But this is what happens when you allow
Muslims into your borders - this is what they have done for centuries, yet no one
seems to ever learn, except Japan, who does not allow Muslims into their country
- the only wise ones on the planet !]
Only a few months ago, terrorist group Ansar al-Sunna has threatened with terrorist
attacks in an open letter and explains:
“We do not want to be part of the Norwegian society. We do not want to live with
filthy creatures like you.”
They call for an Islamic state where the Sharia is law, although less than 10% of
the Norwegian population are Muslims. How will things be when they reach 20
percent or more?
http://islamversuseurope.blogspot.ca/2013/10/oslo-police-we-have-lost-city.html
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CDC's Obamacare Secret Security Force, Not Very Secret, But Definitely Scary
The Drudge Report had a headline today informing people about ObamaCare setting
up a Secret Security Force. For those aware of what is going on with the
Government's H7N9 pandemic planning, it is not very secret. But it is something the
media does not cover much, likely because of the concern it would cause if the citizenry
knew that- yes the CDC believes it has the authority to put a gun to your head and
force you to take that shot of experimental H7N9 vaccine. And, oh by the way,
they just did order 600 million syringes to give every person in the USA two
shots.
Moreover, not only does the CDC have the 600 million syringes on the way, they
just created a new Division, and are staffing a that Division, for the primary
purpose of nationalizing state and local health departments by embedding their
own people in these health departments and by moving the locals onto the Federal
payroll. Of course you need not take our word for it they are very forthright about
the situation and plans in their announcements in the Federal Register and their
orders of FedBizOpps. see the source links below
Source Documents:
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/10/25/2013-24941/statement-oforganization-functions-and-delegations-of-authority
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/10/01/2013-23834/guidance-fortemporary-reassignment-of-state-and-local-personnel-during-a-public-health-emergency
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/10/25/2013-25184/agency-information-

collection-activities-submission-to-omb-for-review-and-approval-public-comment
U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps MEDICAL OFFICERS BEST KEPT
SECRETS U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps Opportunities
ONE Day delay in Hospital Admission may Significantly reduce ICU Loads & Costs
CDC Says: "the US health care system is likely to be overwhelmed" from a Fall 2013
H7N9 Outbreak
CDC Plans Live EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEM Pandemic Flu Broadcast
[FEMA] 48 Hour Delivery Order: 100,000 "Doctor Scrubs"; 1000 (100 Person) Shelters;
+ Fuel, Showers, Bathrooms, and Hygine Equipment; Apparent Mobilization of the
National Disaster Medical System
[ALERT!] ALL 300 Million American Citizens WILL Be Given TWO Experimental
Adjuvant Laced H7N9 Vaccinations!
http://www.youtube.com/user/potrblog?feature=watch
ALERT H7N9 Detected In Europe; Family Under Medical Observation
Dec 14, 2013--H7N9 Bird Flu has been detected on a small chicken farm in Mertola
Portugal; All individuals who had interactions with the birds are under medical
observation.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Orczl1Y1VPI&list=UUQ7a7Q4EN-OY1mdyanRs3w
H7N9 ALERT! EXPLOSIVE Situation In Hong Kong Emergency
Dec 4, 2013--We estimate 800 new H7N9 Infections in Hong Kong by 12/12, (more
details at above link)
The situation is being called "EXPLOSIVE". Emergency rooms in Hong Kong are
bursting with patients with Influenza Like Illness, there is a 15 hour wait to see
patients. The Queen Elizabeth hospital was packed with more than 150 patients.
Hospitals are starting to use temporary beds.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpfa3ULO9uE&list=UUQ7a7Q4ENOY1mdyanRs-3w
H7N9 Hospital Spread Being Hidden In China
Dec 9, 2013--The truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, seems to be a
system foreign to the Chinese public health outlets, as we never get all three
facets of the truth from them at the same time. It seems to us that Chinese have
been molding information releases, possibly to control societal angst.
H7N9: CDC Emergency Medical Stockpile Deliveries To The Pacific
Dec 10, 2013--The Centers of Disease Control is readying to make emergency air
deliveries of the Strategic National Medical Stockpile (SNS) to US Pacific Island
Protectorates and Allies. The CDC is contracting with air cargo carrier ASIA
Pacific Airlines for three B727's to make these emergency deliveries
Of course, Pacific Islands are likely to be the first to see H7N9 bird flu as high
wealth Chinese flee Hong Kong. In fact the US Government war gamed pandemic
influenza in the Pacific on August 27-30th, 2013 during OPERATION LIGHTNING
RESCUE 2013

"Lightning Rescue 2013 (LR13) was led by the National Emergency Management
Office (NEMO) of the Republic of Palau and supported by the United States Army
Pacific (USARPAC), which was the lead agency for this activity in earlier years.
The three-day tabletop exercise, held August 27-29, focused on multi-agency
coordination during the response and recovery phases of a major Pandemic
Influenza/Infectious Disease emergency"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2GWxn_KdlI&list=UUQ7a7Q4ENOY1mdyanRs-3w
Video Avian Flu: Killer of Millions? by Dr. Scott Johnson

Updated Online PowerPoint Audio’s of the above teaching by Scott Johnson:
Avian Flu/Pandemics: What to Expect & How to Prepare (1-16)
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history
Avian Flu, Population Control, H5N1, Biological Warfare: 1-5
View all of Dr. Johnson's Online Video Presentations in 'Playlist' Succession
Dr. Johnson YouTube Website: http://www.youtube.com/av161177777
------------------------------------Invive Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's
and Infections.
Website: For More Information Click Here
The March 1978 issue of Science Digest, in an article, 'Our Mightiest Germ
Fighter,' reported: . . . "An antibiotic kills perhaps a half-dozen different disease
organisms, but silver kills some 650. Resistant strains fail to develop."
"Colloidal Silver . . . killed every virus that was tested in the lab," UCLA Medical
Center.
The Truth About Mild Silver Protein/M.S.P: "Rebuttals of Promoters'
Misinformation": http://invive.com/Rebuttals_new.html
Actual M.S.P. Scientific/Medical Studies:
www.xpressnet.com/bhealthy/bhealthy.html#HIVLET
++ For those who are seeking help regarding specific diseases, maladies and
health problems you can go to: www.dr-johnson.com and then click on: "Doctor's
Desk Reference" at the top of the website. The maladies and diseases are in
alphabetical order with specific instructions relating to each problem.
From: Noah
Subject: Horror as patient wakes up in NY hospital with doctors trying to harvest
her organs for transplant profits

Is this real? This is a money making business?
http://www.naturalnews.com/041152_transplant_patients_organ_harvesting_presumed_
consent.html
Response: Absolutely, I have reported on this as well. See the movie Coma (the
old one and the remake). Total evil. Never be an organ donor unless you want to
take a huge risk if you end up in a hospital.
(NaturalNews) I've warned Natural News readers about this several times over the last
decade: Do NOT become an organ donor! Although you may wish to help others out of
the goodness of your (literal) heart, the sinister truth is that doctors routinely harvest
organs from LIVING patients right here in the USA.
And here's yet more proof. This true story will astound you.
A woman named Colleen Burns recently opened her eyes to find herself on an
operating table in a hospital in Syracuse, NY. Looking around, she noticed that she was
the subject of the operation. It turns out doctors were about to harvest her organs and
send them to other waiting surgeons who would transplant them into other patients.
This isn't fiction. It was covered by ABC News and several other news sources. It really
happened.
And how did it happen? Doctors falsely pronounced her dead by fraudulently
claiming she had suffered "cardiopulmonary arrest" and "irreversible brain damage."
This gave them the medical justification to start slicing away even while the woman's
heart was still beating.
This is a big I didn't know that" fact about organ donations: Doctors don't wait until
you're really dead. At least not by any normal definition of "dead."
See, you and I think "dead" means your heart isn't beating, your brain isn't functioning,
and you're lifeless. But hospitals -- which happen to generate huge profits from the
trade of transplant organs -- have a strong financial incentive to declare you "medically
dead" long before you're actually lifeless.
They can, in fact, declare you "dead" even when your heart is still beating and you still
have brain activity. And they often do. This is how a lot of the organ harvesting in
America actually gets done: patients that are on the verge of death (but not yet actually
dead) are simply "declared" dead, then their organs are quickly removed, killing them
for good.
It's a crime that takes place every day in America, where U.S. hospitals have been
caught over and over again engaging in black market organ trafficking.
Read: U.S. Hospitals Secretly Promote Black Market Trading of Harvested Organs for
Transplants
Organ trafficking is a multi-billion-dollar industry. Wealthy people around the world are
always in need of new kidneys, new livers, new hearts and other body parts.
And guess who makes the money on all these organ transplants? The doctors,
hospitals and drug companies, of course. Organ transplants are a hugely profitable
industry -- largely because they get the organs for free. Patients who are killed by these
doctors are never paid for their organs. The fact that they "donate" them actually means
they are donating their immensely valuable organs to a for-profit system that's going to
earn potentially millions of dollars off the organs of a single donor.
So while the donor patient gets murdered for his or her organs, the doctors engaged in
organ removal and organ transplants get wealthy. Transplant recipients and health

insurance companies pay huge dollars for organ transplant surgeries, and the profits
are ongoing because transplant recipients must also pay for a long course of organ
transplant anti-rejection drugs, all priced at top dollar monopoly prices (of course).
Truth be told, the organ transplant industry is all about money -- at any cost. It's about
killing patients who might otherwise survive in order to take their organs and make
millions of dollars transplanting them into other patients... patients who typically only
have a few months to live even after the transplant.
Read: Global organ harvesting a booming black market business; a kidney harvested
every hour.
Here's another dirty little trick the organ transplant industry will never tell you: The
organs that are transplanted into other patients are often fatally damaged and full
of infectious diseases.
As yet more proof of this, take the case of Colleen Burns, mentioned above. She tried to
commit suicide by taking a toxic combination of prescription medications. According to
the doctors, this toxic cocktail of chemicals was fatal, and it killed her (they pronounced
her dead).
Yet, simultaneously, they still insisted her organs were healthy enough to transplant into
another patient! That's why they almost began harvesting them.
In other words, even organs that doctors know are heavily damaged with toxic chemical
cocktails will still be transplanted into other patients! (This is 100% true.)
But it's even worse than that...
There are effectively zero quality standards in the organ transplant industry. If the
organ still functions at any level, it's "good enough" to be slapped into a transplant
patient even though that organ might actually kill them.
One of the reasons organ transplant patients often die so quickly after receiving
transplants is because the organs they often receive are ticking time bombs of
disease.
Introducing a diseased heart or kidney into someone's body, for example, can
suddenly infest that person with hundreds or even thousands of viruses and
blood-borne illnesses that quickly overcome their weakened immune systems.
This is made even worse by the anti-rejection drugs which, by definition, cause
extreme suppression of immune function.
So at the exact time that new diseases are being introduced into the transplant
recipient's body, their immune system is being undermined by anti-rejection drugs. Not
surprisingly, this is a recipe for disaster, and that's one reason why so many patients die
so quickly after receiving "donor" organs.
From: Jay
Subject: Re: Colloidal Silver questions--Anything that MSP can do for a
toothache?
Response: See-http://www.naturalnews.com/035284_toothaches_tooth_infections_natural_remed
ies.html
Colloidal silver is mentioned here but I would take 1/4 tsp. 5000ppm and hold it in
your mouth over the affected tooth for 4-5 minutes and then swallow. I would do
this 3 times a day or more until the tooth pain is gone.

If you are prone to teeth problems you should be taking Biodent by Standard
Process (6 day)
From: genya
Subject: Bleeding Ulcer Question
Dear Scott
I am asking you to pray for my friends sister Margarita. She is only 19 and in the
hospital with a critically bleeding ulcer. She also has arthritis so bad that she is unable
to stand without assistance. In the past 2 years, I have seen her go from a vital healthy
young woman, to someone who looks and moves like a person much older than her
years. But the most critical matter now is that she might pass, from this ulcer. And
although she has been recently baptized, my friend is unsure about whether she has a
full understanding of salvation. Please pray for her.
Response:
Yes I will do so and I also know what would fix this quick. Chlorophyll Complex (9
day) and Okra Pepsin E3 (9day) both by Standard Process would get this
bleeding stopped fast and get her on the road to recovery. I have seen the
Chlorophyll stop massive intestinally bleeding literally overnight. These are
professional lines I carry or you could contact the company directly for any
doctor in Alaska that carry them> https://www.standardprocess.com/Contact-Us
-----Original Message----From: Nicole
Subject: C Complete Powder Testimony
Hi Dr. J, I tried the C Complete Powder from my last order and I am a huge fan! I could
tell a difference with energy and focus when I drank my c powder; perhaps I was
deficient in vit c? Anyway, my mom and sister are also fans and my powder went pretty
fast. Thank you so much,
Nicole
From: Jessica
Subject: Bronchitis/Colloidal Silver Testimony
Brother, I don't want to take up much of your time because I know you're busy, but I just
had to share my experience with you. I've been prone to getting chest colds my entire
life, and about 4 years ago I got a bad bout of bronchitis while I was pregnant. I've had
it once or twice since then, and the cough is so bad that my chest feels like it's going to
rip open. It's extremely miserable and painful. My mom suggested that I try some of
the colloidal silver that she had purchased from you (it was the 5,000 PPM). I started
out on 7 drops each morning and evening, along with a Vitamin C with added
bioflavonoids (also twice a day). On the second day when I woke up, I did NOT have
the heaviness in my chest or even feel the need to cough!! I'll have to admit that I was
skeptical at first, but I was willing to try anything to keep the bronchitis from setting in.
This will be the FIRST thing I go to at the onset of any cold from now on!...Your sister in
Christ, Jessica
Response: Thank you so much for this testimony. Also just so you know the
most powerful way to take the silver for a lung infection is a 100ppm strength put

into a nebulizer inhaled for 4-5 minute intervals several times per day. God bless
you!
http://www.dr-johnson.com/
From: Sandra
Subject: Pink eye and MSP Testimony
Blessings Brother Scott, Quick question.....I have pink eye! I have on hand a bottle of
500ppm and a few bottles of 5000ppm of MSP. Can you tell me how I would go about
diluting either strength of those to be used as eye drops according to the physicians
desk reference for Invive? It says to use only 50ppm in the eyes so I do not want to
calculate incorrectly.
Response: Sandra--Dilute one drop of the 5000ppm with 100 drops of distilled
water to make a 50ppm eye solution for pink eye. Or dilute one drop of the
500ppm with 10 drops of distilled water to make a 50ppm eye solution for pink
eye. One drop of this solution in each eye 3 times a day till better. God bless!
Sandra’s Response: Thank you Scott. The MSP cleared it up quickly as it does most
things I've encountered. Just wanted you to know about another successful MSP
resolution. Sandra
-----Original Message----From: Liz
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] Tempurpedic Beds Comment & Warning plus
Alternative
With regards to temperpedic beds...we had one and after sleeping on it for a few
month's, started to not feel so well. We did some research and discovered memory
foam is loaded with chemicals and they put out gases. We went on a forum with other
people who were having alot of problems as well. So they may be comfortable but not
so healthy. We now have a completely organic bed made of wool and latex and it is the
most amazing bed we've ever had. We met the manufacturer at a home show. He is just
one guy making incredible beds out of pure natural latex and pure wool by building
layers. Here us a link to the website. http://snugsleep.com
Comment: I also checked and found this site but it appears you will have to go
through Canada to get one of these:
http://www.grassrootsstore.com/Natural_Latex_Mattress_6_with_Heavy_Wool_To
pper_p/17018.htm
From: Michelle
Subject: Ecoloblue Atmospheric Water Generator Question
I know you have a water machine from Ecoloblue - if we had an EMP attack how would
we protect them? Don't they have chips in them? I am about to purchase the solar
panel that goes with mine but I was thinking if the EMP fried it then the solar panel
would be useless? Any thoughts on this?
-------------------Comment: Yes you are right the only way to compensate for this is to have an
extra Ecoloblue (with the solar panels) in a EMP proof faraday cage which is a tall
order and a lot of extra money for most to put out. See:

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=faraday+cage+how+to+build&sm
=1
From: K
Subject: Edible - Medicinal Landscaping
Hi Dr J, We live in FL. My heart is
burdened as I do believe our
country is on the verge of a
massive breakdown. I'm attaching
a picture of my edible and
medicinal yard. The back yard has
just as much and houses bee hives
and chickens. I do garden using
permaculture methods (permanent
agriculture) which I believe is the
way God intended us to garden
(only using natural fertilizers /
pesticides) and building the soil
which feeds the trees and plants
which of course feed us. This method also reduces the need to water. It mimics the
forest and often doesn't require any watering at all as one continually layers the soil with
cut leaves and limbs which will hold the moisture in the soil even in Fl. I did not water at
all this past summer. (I have put in several swales). I don't believe most people
realize just how much can be grown on 1/10 of an acre in the city and just how
many edible plants there are. Most of these plants do not look edible. Also, if
people do not garden in rows, often folks will not realize there are edibles in a yard. My
mailman asked me this summer if I grew any normal garden edibles and I stated of
course. Peppers, eggplant, squash and many culinary (as well as medicinal) herbs are
all around my fruit trees (using a companion planting method). Once I pointed them out
to him, he was amazed. I've also been able to hide several water catchments in my
yard with my "overgrown" garden.
I also use many perennial vegetables rather than annual vegetables. Perennials do not
have to be replanted every year like annuals. A great book about these types of
vegetables is Perennial Vegetables: From Artichokes to Zuiki Taro, A Gardener's Guide
to Over 100 Delicious and Easy to Grow... by Eric Toensmeier.
God has give us so many edible and medicinal plants. Here is a great webpage to learn
about foraging: http://www.eattheweeds.com/
Here's a link to a video of another couple in Fl that gardens using the permaculture
method:
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77rat8Rgi2s&list=PLA302F7D0CEA4F65A&index=
2). It is incredible how much they are growing in their yard! I have been to their yard
and believe they could live off it. Most people don't realize just how much can be grown
in an urban environment especially if you use the backyard orchard method
(http://www.nwedible.com/2011/04/backyard-orchard-culture-designing.html).
Permaculture methods can be used in all climate zones for food forest (even on 1/10 of
an acre). I want people to know that much can be grown in urban areas and that their

food plots do not need to look like a food garden. Many people think I have a native
flower garden.
ECHO is an organization that prepares missionaries to live in 3rd world
countries. Because of this, much of their publications have to do with off the grid
living. Their organization is in North Ft. Myers. They offer an "Appropriate
Technology" tour. The class is title appropriate technology as they teach missionaries
to use whatever they have on hand / appropriate for the folks that will be using it (cost
wise and availability). Here is a link to many of their PDF's which could be useful for
all. Many pertain to off grid living.
http://www.echocommunity.org/default.asp?page=resources&DGPCrSrt=13A&DGPCrP
g=6
I believe you sent this link out before, but it may be worth sending it out again:
http://www.backtoedenfilm.com/ . I have also tested this method in my yard and it really
has worked well. This method is the same as permaculture. It creates a cover for the
ground and roots and once the material decays, it builds soil. If folks are worried about
termites, they just need to get some chickens. The chickens will eat the termites.
-------------------------------

